11. Handheld One Button Gaming 1970-1980
Handheld electronic gaming took a giant leap with the advent of the battery powered
calculator (1970) and digital watch (1972). Freed from the tethers of mains
electricity and heavy Cathode Ray Tubes digital games could be played anywhere.
Pocket calculator gaming books and articles were commonplace throughout the
seventies. Games were often enticingly named, such as “The Dating Game”,
“Calculator Poker” and “Mind Control”. The reality more of a sinking disappointment.
More fun would be had in trying to spell upside down words in numbers.

The most popular calculator game didn’t get a mention in game books. It was one
switch playable and was discovered instinctively or by word of mouth: Add 1
repeatedly by mashing the “=” button in a race from 1 to 100. Set up the battle with
1+, 1++ or 1.0000001X. Variations included using any constant mathematical
operation to reach a total. More destructively, it was common to try to burst the
calculator’s memory limits, in a hollow victory of man over machine. The constraint
was always to play within a time limit or boredom threshold.
As calculators became increasingly affordable, head to head battles ensued. Some
players would fall from the wayside immediately as not all had a recursive constant
operation feature. Early sleepy solar powered calculators didn’t have a chance.
LEDs were pitted against LCDs. Young against old. Expensive against cheap. “My
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calculator’s better than your calculator” taunts would ensue. It was a drag-race,
normally when kids should have been concentrating on schoolwork.

More options arrived when Seiko pioneered the inclusion of a digital stopwatch in
their 1975 Seiko 0634 wristwatch. With the ability to stop and start a timer, a variety
of games were adapted to fit the new technology. Initially these would have been
played only by the very rich, but the likes of Casio and Timex democratised the joy
years later. Some of the games played were more mature than others. They
included …
•
•
•
•

Fastest time to start then stop the watch wins.
Closest to stop on a specific time without looking wins.
Longest held breath wins.
Longest burp wins.

In 1976, Mattel developed Auto Race, the first highly successful all-electronic
handheld game. Two years later Coleco released Zap! (or Zamm! In parts of
Europe). A two player one-switch tug of war. Portable, playable in the dark and very
noisy. Imagine a long car-drive with this as your accompaniment.
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Between 1978 and 1980 toy giant Bandai developed at least 11 battery powered
one-button electronic handheld games. All were designed for two players.

Game play was typically snakes and ladders on a theme. Players would take turns
to roll a random LED light and beep sequence on the push of a button. When the
light settled the player would adjust a reel or slider to add or subtract the highlighted
score. First to an agreed point the winner.

First of these jumbo pocket games was roulette. Then Baseball, Soccer and
Bowling. Games like these were the first taste of computerised entertainment a child
might realistically hope to own. All riding on the crest of the Space Invaders craze.
In 1979 The Electronic Generation had arrived.
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Announced in the USA Bandai 1980 catalogue were Basketball, Football, Hockey,
Space Shot, Moto Scrambler and Hot Rollers.

Very similar games from Sears and Tiger came out soon after. Tiger’s unique
feature was interchangeable overlays. Sky Capture and Gone Fishin’ are one
example of this 2-in-1 system.

Bandai put some heft behind this line of toys, advertising their Hulk and Spider-man
games on US TV and in comics.
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SEE: OneSwitch.org.uk/page/100 for the full story
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